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Introduction

At present, we can observe the emergence of three areas affecting the 
internal security of our country. These are indicated in the title of the ar-
ticle: reprivatisation, fuel trading, and Islamic immigrants 4. It may seem 
that reprivatisation does not affect national security to a great extent, but 
if we take into account the not widely discussed issues relating to repriva-
tisation of other real estates than only the lands of the pre-war capital city 
of Warsaw, we can conclude that reprivatisation may conceal signifi cant 
sums of money, reaching many billions of PLN. If, in addition, the state 
budget loses tens of billions of PLN due to the illegal trade in liquid fuels, 
plus penalties for not accepting Islamic ‘refugees’ being almost introduced, 
then such a situation may be considered a threat to state security.

Therefore, the authors will try to briefl y present and justify the claim 
that the abovementioned problems, which are currently the main topic 
in the political and media discourse in our country, are signifi cant threats 
to the Republic of Poland. 

At fi rst instance, it should be pointed out that the internal security is-
sues of individual Member States are the sole responsibility of the Euro-
pean Union Member States. A similar statement was made by the Minister 
of Internal Affairs and Administration, Mariusz Błaszczak, who said dur-
ing an interview that the security of Poland and the Polish people “is rights 
belonging to the Member States. Providing safety is a national law, not 
a common one. […] The European Union is an association of states, but 
they decide on their own security individually” 5. The Minister’s words are 
justifi ed by Article 4(2) of the consolidated version of the Treaty of 7 Feb-
ruary 1992 on the European Union, which states that “The Union shall 
respect the equality of Member States before the Treaties as well as their 
national identities, inherent in their fundamental structures, political 
and constitutional ones, inclusive of regional and local self-government. 
It shall respect their essential State functions, including ensuring the ter-
ritorial integrity of the State, maintaining law and order and safeguarding 
national security. In particular, national security remains the sole re-
sponsibility of each Member State. [emphasis of the authors]” 6.

At the same time, national security should be understood as a broad 
and comprehensive concept, which includes the military, police (includ-
ing terrorism and organised professional crime), energy and economic 
threats, as well as natural disasters and other threats having a direct 
impact on life and safety of the community of a given country.

4  The order is not related to the level of risk.
5  Editorial note: Zdecydowane słowa ministra o relokacji: Nie ugniemy się pod 

naciskami; chodzi o bezpieczeństwo, <http://niezalezna.pl/201067-zdecydowane-
-slowa-ministra-o-relokacji-nie-ugniemy-sie-pod-naciskami-chodzi-o-bezpie-
czenstwo>, 18 August 2017.

6  OJ UE C 202 of 2016. 
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Reprivatisation

Taking the above into consideration, the threat connected with the 
reprivatisation of property nationalised after 22 July 1944 in the terri-
tory of our country will be discussed fi rst. The problem of reprivatisa-
tion is currently perceived by the public as an affair related to the return 
of real estates located in Warsaw, but reprivatisation involves much larger 
areas of our country. In short, it may be indicated that the issue of rep-
rivatisation in Warsaw originates from the issue of the decree of the Na-
tional Council of 26 October 1945 on the ownership and use of land in the 
area of the capital city of Warsaw of 26 October 1945 7 - commonly referred 
to as the Bierut Decree. According to Article 8(2) of the aforementioned De-
cree, applications for compensation for seized land could have been sub-
mitted from 26 April 1946 to 26 April 1949, but it can be observed that the 
above deadline did not close the path for former landowners, their heirs 
and other businesspeople to receive compensation for the seized lands.

To this purpose, the code of administrative procedure has been adopt-
ed, and its Article 156 states that: § 1. “A public administration authority 
shall invalidate a decision which […] 2) was issued without a legal ba-
sis or with serious infringement of the law [emphasis of the authors]; 
§ 2. A decision shall not be declared as void on the grounds listed in para-
graph 1(1), (3), (4) and (7), if 10 years have elapsed since the date of its no-
tifi cation or publication and if it has produced irreversible legal effects” 8.

The failure to include in paragraph 2 of that provision the expres-
sion “with serious infringement of the law” made it possible to submit 
claims for compensation after 1990, which continues until now. Thus, 
it is clearly seen that the problem of reprivatisation in Warsaw could have 
been prevented by using the appropriate phrasing in § 2 of the discussed 
provision. However, it is symptomatic that the subsequent parliaments 
and governments of the Republic of Poland have not prevented the harm-
ful activity in question, which often takes on the symptoms of criminal 
groups operating in the administrative sphere of the problem, as is shown 
by the fi rst decisions of the committee for the removal of the legal effects 
of reprivatisation decisions concerning Warsaw properties, issued in viola-
tion of the law 9. In view of the above, it should be noted that the problem 
is large, as it may concern about 4,000 reprivatisation applications with 
a total value of about 15 billion PLN. 

However, it should be emphasised that in accordance with the judi-
cature “[…] the issuing of a decision without a legal basis means that 

7  DzU z 1945 r., nr 50, poz. 279 ze zm.
8  Ustawa z 14 czerwca 1960 r. — Kodeks postępowania administracyjnego 

(tekst. jedn. DzU z 2018 r., poz. 2096 ze zm.).
9  Ustawa z 9 marca 2017 r. o szczególnych zasadach usuwania skutków 

prawnych decyzji reprywatyzacyjnych dotyczących nieruchomości warszaw-
skich, wydanych z naruszeniem prawa (tekst jedn. DzU z 2018 r., poz. 2267 
ze zm.). The Act entered into force on 5 May 2017. 
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either there is no legal provision which authorises the public administra-
tion to act, or the provision exists, but it does not meet the requirements 
of a legal basis for the operation of the bodies of that administration, 
consisting in issuing administrative decisions understood as individual 
external administrative acts. On the other hand, a gross violation of the 
law means that decisions are fl awed as a result of a violation of legal 
norms regulating the activities of public administration in individual cas-
es, in particular the provisions of procedural and material law, which are 
particularly serious in terms of importance. It, therefore, arises where 
the activities aimed at issuing an administrative decision and the content 
of the handling of the case expressed therein constitute a denial of the 
legal status of the case as a whole or partly” 10.

It should be noted that the reprivatisation process also concerns the 
property of Polish citizens of Jewish nationality. International Jewish or-
ganisations, aware of the fact that during World War II many Jews with 
property in the territory of the Second Republic of Poland were murdered 
together with their families by Germans, took steps to recover this prop-
erty not to the rightful heirs, but to various Jewish organisations. At the 
same time, not only do they know that this is inconsistent with the law 
in force in Poland, but they still want the help of the Department of State 
of the United States in support of their actions. On the website of the 
Poznan branch of the Union of Jewish Religious Communities in Poland, 
it is written that “Most European countries are opposed to the restitution 
of the property of Jewish owners when there is no-one to inherit it. The 
delegates of the World Jewish Organisation for Property Recovery to the 
conference believe that this right should be transferred to Jewish organi-
sations acting on behalf of deceased heirs. ‘So far, these countries (includ-
ing Poland and Ukraine - editorial note) have refused to restitute the prop-
erty, claiming that when there are no heirs, the property is transferred 
to the State Treasury’, said Dawid Peleg, the newly appointed director 
of WJOPR. ‘We do not agree with this statement.’ Peleg, the former Israeli 
ambassador to Poland, estimated the value of the property left behind 
in Poland by the murdered childless Jews at billions of dollars. ‘The rea-
son why there is so much property to which no-one has claimed rights 
is due to the fact that the Germans murdered whole families’, he added.  
When asked by Haarec whether it would be possible to reach an agree-
ment with the Central European countries which are opposed to such 
a solution, Peleg said that ‘it was achievable’. He added that the involve-
ment of the US Department of State ‘would be helpful’ 11”.

Currently, because the subject of reprivatisation under the aforemen-
tioned Article 156 of the code of administrative procedure has become 
‘popular’, applicants or their representatives have begun to refer to Article 

10  Judgement of the Supreme Administrative Court of 21 August 2001 (sygn. 
II SA 1726/00, Lex nr 51233).

11  Co zrobić z majątkiem bezpotomnych ofi ar Szoa?, <http://poznan.jewish.org.
pl/index.php/wydarzenia/Co-zrobic-z-majatkiem-bezpotomnych-ofi ar-Szoa.html>, 
19 August 2017.
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216 of the Act of 21 August 1997 on real estate management 12 - this ar-
ticle gives numerous possibilities for applicants to receive compensation.

It should also be pointed out that the next starting point for obtaining 
compensation for the property taken over by the state after the war is the 
Act of 3 January 1946 on taking over the basic branches of the national 
economy into state ownership 13 - called the decree on nationalisation - 
which was modifi ed by the decree of 20 December 1946 amending the 
Act of 3 January 1946 on taking over the basic branches of the national 
economy into state ownership 14, and the decree of the Polish Committee 
for National Liberation of 6 September 1944 on carrying out agricultural 
reform 15 - called the agricultural decree. It is worth noticing that the afore-
said legal acts are still binding legal regulations in the Republic of Poland.

The diagnosed criminal mechanisms of reprivatisation are based 
on several areas of crime with the skillfully ‘concealed’ structures of an or-
ganised nature - mainly due to the status and social positions of the 
members of the criminal group in question. This activity consists in al-
locating particular tasks and responsibilities requiring from the given 
persons appropriate knowledge and competences, which will effectively 
make it look like a proper administrative decision has been obtained from 
an authorised state body in accordance with the law (e.g. from a munic-
ipal council). Because of the complexity and specifi city of such activities 
using the current administrative law construction, obtaining ‘attractive’ 
real estate within the framework of reprivatisation decisions is inseparably 
connected with organised criminal activity. Without analysing the initia-
tive (the original idea) of the group in question to undertake such activities 
with signifi cant fi nancial benefi ts for the group, it can be concluded that 
the construction of criminal mechanisms to facilitate effective operation 
and the distribution of profi ts may involve many conscious criminal acts 
such as corruption, counterfeiting, fraud, etc. In terms of the specifi city 
of the described activity and personality features of the persons involved 
in the business, it is extremely diffi cult, if not impossible, to confi rm these 
prohibited acts in terms of evidence. In a sense, this could be realistic 
if one or more members of the group (e.g. as crown witnesses) were will-
ing to cooperate during a trial, but at the same time it would be diffi cult 
to do so because of the lack of the ability to confi rm the existence of an or-
ganised criminal group.

Trading of fuels

In the fi eld of fuel trading, with legal and and illegal activity often inter-
twined, it should be stressed that a careful observer of the situation on the 

12  Tekst jedn. DzU z 2018 r., poz. 2204 ze zm.
13  DzU z 1946 r., nr 3, poz. 17 ze zm.
14  DzU z 1946 r., nr 72, poz. 394.
15  Tekst jedn. DzU z 1945 r., nr 3, poz. 13 ze zm.
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fuel market in Poland must notice that the scandals hurting this sector 
of the country’s economy have been dragging on for at least 15 years. 
It is puzzling that despite extensive investigations conducted by both the 
prosecutor’s offi ce and the parliamentary committee 16, the problem is get-
ting worse every year. An audit of the Supreme Audit Offi ce (hereinafter: 
SAO) carried out in the Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of Finance, the 
Energy Regulatory Offi ce (hereinafter: ERO), and the Offi ce of Competition 
and Consumer Protection (hereinafter: OCCP) for the period from 1 Janu-
ary 2015 to 30 June 2016 showed that “[…] actions taken by government 
administration authorities in the period under review did not lead to a re-
duction in the number of entities operating in the grey market or commit-
ting tax fraud, although the problem of the so-called grey market on the 
fuel market was identifi ed as early as in 2012” 17. In addition, the SAO 
assessed the actions of the Minister of Energy (previously the Minister 
of Economy) and the President of the Energy Regulatory Offi ce (under-
taken to counteract the grey market in the liquid fuels market in Poland) 
in a negative light, but welcomed the actions undertaken in this respect 
by the Minister of Finance and the President of the Offi ce of Competition 
and Consumer Protection (OCCP).

SAO stated that “[…] fuels are classifi ed as sensitive goods because 
of the amount of taxes to the State included in their price. Fraud on the 
market of, for example, fuels is primarily a characteristic of the Polish 
market, of a scale unprecedented in other European Union countries. […] 
The fuel market in Poland is worth around PLN 100 bn. Taking into ac-
count the fact that taxes to the state constitute about 50% of the total 
value of turnover, the annual revenues of the state from the trade in fuels 
(excise duty, value-added tax, fuel surcharge) are at the level of about PLN 
50 billion. Crime involving liquid fuels trade has been the main and grow-
ing problem of this industry for years” 18.

As calculations conducted by such consulting companies as Ernst & 
Young and PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited have shown, 
in 2013, the state budget incurred losses of nearly PLN 6 billion due 
to VAT frauds in the diesel oil trade, and in the following year, over PLN 

16  Investigation Commission to investigate allegations of irregulari-
ties in the supervision by the Ministry of Treasury over representatives 
of the Treasury in the company PKN Orlen S.A. and the use of special ser-
vices (FKA UOP) to exert illegal pressure on judicial authorities in order to ob-
tain provisions aimed at exerting pressure on the members of the Manage-
ment Board of PKN Orlen S.A. (SORN). The Commission was established 
on 28 May 2004 by a decision of the Sejm of the Republic of Poland. See: <http://
orka.sejm.gov.pl/SQL.nsf/strkomnad4?OpenAgent&SORN>, 22 August 2017.

17  Department of Economy, Treasury and Privatisation of the Supreme 
Chamber of Control, Informacja o wynikach kontroli. Zapobieganie nielegalnemu 
obrotowi paliwami ciekłymi, Warsaw 2017, p. 9, <https://www.nik.gov.pl/plik/
id,14386,vp,16838.pdf>, 22 August 2017.

18  Ibid., p. 6.
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10 billion 19. Moreover, statistical data of the Polish Central Statistical 
Offi ce showed that despite both the increase in gross domestic product 
in Poland and the decrease in crude oil prices on the world markets in Po-
land, from 2011 to 2015, a decrease in fuel consumption was recorded 20. 
The SAO points out that the losses from the revenues to the state budget 
from the trade in diesel oil (hereinafter: diesel) were caused by the so-
called mechanisms of missing trader fraud and carousel fraud 21.

As the SAO points out, the problem of VAT fraud in diesel turnover has 
a signifi cant impact on the economic security of the Polish state. There-
fore, every effort should be made to make it as diffi cult as possible for 
entities involved in importing liquid fuels to bypass the law. At the same 
time, it should be pointed out that VAT frauds related to the foreign trade 
in liquid fuels are not the only fi nancial losses generated by this industry.

The fi rst VAT fraud mechanism consists in great simplifi cation in the 
purchase by entities trading mainly in diesel fuels, e.g. in the Netherlands, 
and then its invoiced (fi ctitious) import to Poland. Then, after another 
fi ctitious invoice rotation in the customs and tax offi ces, the goods are 
exported abroad. In connection with the export of the goods outside of the 
territory of the Republic of Poland, the entity receives a refund of VAT 
in the amount of 8%, when in fact the diesel fuel is imported to Poland 
illegally or is sold and exported to another country, e.g. Lithuania, Croa-
tia, Ukraine, or even Russia 22. At this point, the second mechanism is the 
purchase of diesel in the West and its offi cial transit through Poland. 
In this case, it is illegally and unoffi cially “left” on the territory of our 
country, and the invoice is collected in the destination country.

Organised criminal groups involved in fuel crime typically operate 
in different personnel confi gurations, both vertical and horizontal, whose 
degrees of organisation and visible structures are diffi cult to diagnose, 
while these groups often operate in three criminogenic levels.

The fi rst level is the actual turnover of petroleum products, i.e. the 
route of a fuel component from a producer - a refi nery - and its illegal pro-
cessing into a substance with properties and appearance similar to die-
sel or petrol at fuel depots, and then its distribution among individual 
customers. For example, petroleum products are purchased in refi neries, 
then the resulting products are sold to individual customers, i.e. owners 
of small fuel stations, and natural or legal persons.

The second level of activity of these groups is so-called document work-
fl ow, i.e. with the use of fake invoices, receipts, payment and transport 
documents (transport invoices, authorisations for drivers). This level was 
created to mask the actual turnover of the petroleum products referred 
to in the fi rst level. To this end, the group members in the structure make 

19  Ibid., p. 6.
20  Ibid., p. 6.
21  Ibid., p. 7.
22 P. Halicki, CBŚP rozbiło grupę handlującą nielegalnym paliwem. 500 mln 

zł strat, <https://trojmiasto.onet.pl/sprowadzali-olej-napedowy-z-niemiec-i-nie-
-placili-vat-akcja-cbsp/250zz1>, 23 August 2017.
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the most of existing economic operators or establish new ones. The above-
mentioned business entities are the so-called shell companies, i.e. enti-
ties having grounds for legal activity, because they are registered in the 
National Court Register, have a tax registration number and a National 
Business Registry Number, are often registered with the Social Insurance 
Institution (ZUS), and also settle VAT and tax returns on the business 
entity’s income. In the fi rst procedural examination, these entities create 
the impression of an entity which carries out ordinary business activities. 
Often, some entities operate at the same address but have no fuel depot, 
means of transport - there are no vehicles (tankers) or signed transport 
contracts - or employees, and, above all, the registered business owners 
are elderly, sick, unemployed or wishing to make an easily profi t. In fact, 
such activity is not conducted at all, as there are no such technical pos-
sibilities. These subjects function solely to be included in the documenta-
tion as purchasers of petroleum products, thus creating a chain of trade. 
In this way, at some stage “from one party to another”, the components 
or fuel oil undergo an invoice transformation into diesel or petrol, in order 
to be transferred to the relevant economic entity. The “invoice turnover” 
is often refl ected in transport documents, i.e. documents simulating con-
tracts concluded for the provision of transport services, which may be re-
fl ected e.g. in driver authorisations or transport invoices.

The third level of activity of the criminal groups concerned is trading 
in bank accounts. This trade is to meet two objectives, i.e. on the one 
hand, it is to mask the actual turnover of petroleum products (level one) 
and to supplement the documentary turnover (level two), while on the oth-
er hand, the group needs to launder the money from the illegal production 
of fuel. Certainly, an exemplary analysis of bank accounts leads to the 
conclusion that further simulators act in the same way.

To sum up, the aim of such a criminal group is not only to illegally 
produce fuel with properties similar to those of diesel or petrol, because 
its aim is primarily fi nancial profi t. Members of the group are also fuel 
producers, so they are obliged to charge and pay excise duty, which they 
do not do. Moreover, despite the fact that VAT invoices are issued, this tax 
is not paid. Therefore, the group’s profi t is also the sum of benefi ts from 
excise tax, VAT, and the difference in the price of the goods fi nally sold 
and the price paid at the original source. 

It is important that all mechanisms for the criminal exploitation of VAT 
are also used for money laundering. Fiscal fraud funds are used to make 
payments in the so-called tax chain to authenticate fi ctitious sales and 
purchases 23.

The introduction of the so-called fuel package on 1 August 2016 24 sig-
nifi cantly hindered entities dealing in the illegal trade in fuels to continue 

23  T. Safjański, Przeciwdziałanie w przedsiębiorstwie zagrożeniom związa-
nym z przestępczością oraz nieuczciwą konkurencją — aspekty prawne i prak-
tyczne, Warsaw 2017, p. 25–26.

24  Ustawa z 7 lipca 2016 r. o zmianie ustawy o podatku od towarów i usług oraz 
niektórych innych ustaw (DzU z 2016 r., poz. 1052 ze zm.); Sejm of the Republic 
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this procedure. It should be noted, however, that the introduction of the 
Regulation of the Minister of Energy of 16 December 2016 on the de-
tailed list of liquid fuels whose production, storage or handling, transmis-
sion or distribution, trade, including foreign trade, requires concessions 
and whose import requires entry in the register of importing entities 25, 
opened the possibility for the evolution of this procedure and further profi t 
from the refund of VAT. In addition, traders are depleting State resources 
in other areas.

In order to be able to import and sell liquid fuels from abroad on the 
Polish market, an entrepreneur must obtain a licence to trade in liquid 
fuels abroad. Obtaining such a licence is subject to, among other things, 
the necessity for the applicant to provide property security of PLN 10 mil-
lion 26, which constitutes a certain “inconvenience” for the entrepreneur, 
because these funds could be used to secure receivables arising or likely 
to arise in connection with the performed activity.

Therefore, entrepreneurs apply for a licence to trade in liquid fuels, 
which allows them to import liquid fuels from abroad, but not to sell 
them in Poland. Such a concession does not require any property se-
curity, and only costs PLN 616 for the issuance of a permit. An entre-
preneur, bearing in mind that the VAT rate on diesel import (CN code 
e.g. 2710 19 43) is 8%, and on greases (CN code e.g. 2710 19 71 ) 3%, 
opens a construction company to show that for its own needs it will use 
grease that it will obtain from diesel imported to its customs warehouse. 
In this way, the entrepreneur applies for a 5% VAT refund. Importantly, 
during such an operation, a signifi cant amount of diesel fuel will be il-
legally introduced onto the domestic market. The last area of depletion 
of public funds due to the trade in liquid fuels, which the authors want 
to point out, concerns the maintenance of obligatory reserves of fu-
els, which should be maintained by the entity importing fuels into the 
territory of the Republic of Poland. This issue is regulated by the Act 
of 29 October 2010 on strategic reserves 27, which established the Materi-
al Reserves Agency (hereinafter: MRA), and the Act of 16 February 2007, 
and in particular, its Article 3, “on stocks of crude oil, petroleum prod-
ucts, and natural gas, and the rules of conduct in situations of a threat 
to national fuel security and disturbances on the oil market” 28. Pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act of 16 February 2007, mandatory stocks are 
one of the components of intervention stocks. The second component 
is agency stocks (maintained by the MRA). The quantity of intervention 

of Poland, Wchodzi w życie tzw. pakiet paliwowy, <http://www.sejm.gov.pl/Sejm8.
nsf/komunikat.xsp?documentId=D88D0EA374CAE8BEC1257FF80029C598>, 
23 August 2017.

25  DzU z 2016 r., poz. 2039.
26  Ustawa z 10 kwietnia 1997 r. — Prawo energetyczne (tekst jedn. DzU 2019 r., 

poz. 755 ze. zm.), Art. 38a (1). 
27  Tekst jedn. DzU z 2017 r., poz. 1846.
28  Tekst jedn. DzU z 2018 r., poz. 1323 ze zm.; hereinafter referred to as the 

Act of 16 February 2007.
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stocks is strictly defi ned and constitutes the sum of agency stocks and 
mandatory stocks. An entrepreneur who trades in liquid fuels, after 
entering them in the MRA register, is obliged to create and maintain 
mandatory stocks at their own expense 29 calculated on the basis of the 
amount of liquid fuel imported to Poland. In addition, entities producing 
or trading in liquid fuels submit monthly declarations to the President 
of the MRA on, inter alia, the mandatory reserves of crude oil or fuels, 
their structure and storage locations 30.

It should be noted that the longer an importer or producer of diesel 
operates, the higher the amount of mandatory stocks it has to keep is 
and the higher the storage costs are. Moreover, the amount of storage 
capacity in Poland, where liquid fuel stocks may be stored, is limited. 
Therefore, if an entity has been established only for the purpose of im-
porting fuels, it does not actually maintain these mandatory reserves, and 
in the declarations sent, it provides false data. When an entity is noti-
fi ed by letter of the date of commencement of a mandatory stock control, 
it sends a request to the President of the MRA to be struck off the register 
of entrepreneurs trading in liquid fuels. As of the date of removal from the 
register, the entrepreneur does not have to hold mandatory reserves; how-
ever, due to the fact that during the period of the company’s activity, the 
entrepreneur imported a certain amount of fuels into the country, it be-
comes necessary to supplement the missing total amount of emergency 
stocks, which could not fall below the amount required to secure supplies 
of crude oil and fuel within 90 days. If the quantity of intervention stocks 
falls below 90 days as a result of the above, the President of the MRA 
must use the agency’s resources to purchase the missing quantities of oil 
and fuel, thereby depleting public funds.

Immigrants

The problem of the fl ow of illegal migration, in most cases from the 
countries of the Levant 31, the Maghreb 32, Chad, Sudan, South Sudan, So-
malia, Eritrea, Pakistan, and Afghanistan, is now one of the most impor-
tant issues that both Poland and the European Community have to deal 
with. However, it should be noted that this migration is not only the result 
of the current wars in the Middle East. It can be said that it was initi-
ated by what is commonly known as the “Arab Spring”, which took place 
in 2012, but did not increase signifi cantly until 2015.

In view of the probably numerous human tragedies that have 
pushed some of these people into emigration, they must not be allowed 

29  Ibid., Article 5.
30  Ibid., Article 22.
31  This area includes Syria, Lebanon, Israel, the Palestinian Authority, Jor-

dan and the western part of Iraq.
32  This area includes Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Mauritania, and the 

Western Sahara.
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to overshadow the much larger number of people who were not victims 
of the ongoing confl icts in Syria or Libya. As we learn from reports and 
photos in the media, 75% of them are young men - completely differ-
ent from Europeans, whether culturally or civilisationally 33. In only 2015, 
more than one million immigrants reached Europe 34. Such a large number 
of immigrants somehow excludes the possibility of a thorough examina-
tion of every person, but if we assume that, statistically, 1‰ of the people 
arriving in Europe can be linked to Islamist terrorist groups, this equates 
to one thousand people, for 2015 alone. This is mainly because immi-
grants, for the most part, do not have identity documents, and it is doubt-
ful whether, for example, Sudan has an electronic system of population 
register in place. As the examples of 2017 alone show, there have been 
at least eight terrorist attacks in the EU 35, also committed by newcomers 
to Europe, being immigrants linked to Islamic terrorism.

Considering the above, as well as the fact that the internal and national 
security of our country is the sole responsibility of the Polish government, 
it is proposed to undertake legislative works regulating the possibility 
of entry into the territory of the Republic of Poland of Muslims from high-
risk countries 36. It should be stressed that Muslims coming to Poland for 
diplomatic, business, service, tourist (organised, group trips) or other pur-
poses would not be subjected to these regulations 37.

The proposed restrictions would require that a person who would like 
to come to Poland, e.g. to study, should submit, together with their visa 
application, three written declarations (attestations) from persons of the 
same nationality or citizenship who entered the territory of the Republic 
of Poland legally, have been staying in our country for at least 10 years, 

33  The UN’s report: 75 proc. imigrantów to mężczyźni, <http://telewizjarepub-
lika.pl/raport-onz-75-proc-imigrantow-to-mezczyzni,23429.html>, 19 August 
2017.

34  P. Król, Europa bez granic. Milion imigrantów w 12 miesięcy, <http://www.
tvn24.pl/magazyn-tvn24/europa-stracila-granice-milion-imigrantow-w-12-mie-
siecy,18,371>, 19 August 2017.

35  3 February Paris (France), 22 March London (United Kingdom), 7 April 
Stockholm (Sweden), 20 April Paris (France), 22 May Manchester (United King-
dom), 3 June London (United Kingdom), 17 and 18 August Barcelona and Cam-
brils (Spain), 18 August Turk (Finland). See: PAP, Zamachy terrorystyczne w Eu-
ropie w ostatnich latach, <http://www.gazetaprawna.pl/artykuly/1045005, and 
zamachy-terrorystyczne-w-europie-w-ostatnich-latach.html>, 19 August 2017;  
ŁZ, TO, 18-letni Marokańczyk nożownikiem z Turku. Śledztwo pod kątem zama-
chu, <http://www.tvp.info/33656001/18letni-marokanczyk-nozownikiem-z-tur-
ku-sledztwo-pod-katem-zamachu>, 21 August 2017.

36  The authors propose that the list of high-risk countries should include 
countries in North and Central Africa, the Arab Peninsula, and the Near and 
Middle East, i.e. countries from which Islamic terrorists originate, countries that 
support terrorism, and so-called failed states.

37  E.g. sending military students from countries with which Poland has 
an applicable agreement, or other countries, to study in Poland, when in the in-
terest of the Polish state, speaks in favour of it.
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have been paying taxes, and during their stay in Poland have not been 
in confl ict with the law. The persons who would sign the declarations 
would confi rm that the real purpose of the stay of the person who wants 
to come to Poland is consistent with the one declared in the visa or resi-
dence application. If it turns out that the purpose of entry to Poland is dif-
ferent from the declared one, e.g. the person undertakes actions violating 
the law in force in Poland, this person would be deported from the country 
together with the persons who signed the declarations, and, e.g., would 
forfeit any movable and immovable property in Poland.

At fi rst glance, the sanctions for persons signing declarations may seem 
too drastic (unconstitutional), but it must be viewed from a different per-
spective 38. Firstly, it seems logical that the security of the citizens of the 
Republic of Poland should be one of the most important tasks imposed 
on the Polish government. Secondly, the authors do not want to under-
mine the effectiveness of the national security services - often, population 
registers are not kept in the above-mentioned countries, as births are 
not uncommon in homes, and in tents (in the case of nomadic tribes), 
and honour killings are also frequent (mainly in the case of girls and 
women). Therefore, there is no problem for an individual to change their 
birthday, name, surname or even nationality and citizenship. In any case, 
there is no need to look so far, because the spelling of names and sur-
names in passports from the former Soviet Union countries, for instance 
Ukraine, provides signifi cant scope for abuse 39. An exemplary, popular 
name of Yuri can be written in seven variants: Yuri, Yury, Yuryi, Yuriy, 
Yuryy, Yiuri, and Yiurii. Additionally, by changing one of the letters in the 
name, the computer system will not associate the person being checked 
with a person registered in databases. It must be admitted, however, that 
Ukrainian institutions make sure that the date of birth is not changed 
in documents issued in a sequence.

While we can still count on honest cooperation with the Ukrainian 
state services, cooperation with Muslim countries or failed states - mainly 
in the local administration or intelligence and counter-intelligence ser-
vices - seems highly questionable. Looking at the structure of the local 
communities, we can see that in connection with the religion, i.e. Islam, 
there exists caste and clan systems. Homesteads are home to multi-gen-
erational families (including close and distant relatives), which are often 
very numerous, and family ties are often more important than loyalty 
to the state. In poorer regions, it happens that whole families, clans or vil-
lages collect money so that one person can go to the countries of Western 
civilisation in search of education or a better life. Such people often start 
helping their relatives by sending them money or attracting more people 

38  These provisions would apply to foreigners residing in our country on the 
basis of visas or other residence permits and would not apply to foreigners who 
have obtained Polish citizenship. If a foreigner has two citizenships, including 
a Polish one, they could not participate in this procedure as a certifying person.

39  The examples given, which relate to Ukrainian citizens, are the result 
of the authors’ work experiences.
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to themselves once they have reached a certain standard of living. The 
caste and clan system in a way requires that people staying in, e.g., Eu-
rope maintain good knowledge of the situation in their home country. 
Moreover, it cannot be denied that they know better the cultural and re-
ligious reality of their countrymen applying for entry to our country than 
the offi cials of regional offi ces issuing residence permits in our country, 
the Border Guard offi cers (hereinafter referred to as: SG) permitting entry, 
or employees of the Immigration Offi ce issuing the relevant administrative 
decisions.

If we take into account the fact that persons legally staying in Po-
land for at least 10 years have a certain social status, relatively stable 
work, families, and often children who go to kindergartens or schools, 
it seems logical that these persons will not want to consciously expose 
themselves to the risk of deportation, thus erasing everything they have 
achieved over their years of staying in Poland. In order to confi rm this, 
it is enough to listen to the statements of a Syrian, for example, the own-
er of the catering chain Amrit Kebab Ghaze Abdulloh 40, in order to real-
ise that the introduction of such provisions could be positively perceived 
by foreigners of the Islamic faith living in Poland. From the conversation 
with the person mentioned above, it appears that “[…] most of them did 
not have to leave their homes because of the war. […] he would not em-
ploy these people in his restaurant because, as he says, »they don’t want 
hard work«. […] In his opinion, it is unlikely that there will be any chance 
of picking out the victims of war from this wave of immigrants. He says 
that in Turkey, a Syrian passport can be bought for 1,000 Euros, and 
that border guards are unable to distinguish between the nationalities 
of newcomers” 41.

The use of caste and clan relations based mainly on family relations 
seems to be the best way to increase control over persons who would like 
to enter the territory of the Republic of Poland. This would obviously not 
exempt state institutions from conducting parallel checks.

With regard to asylum applications, however, it should be pointed out 
that a person - an immigrant who, from the outset, says that they do not 
have any documents - should make a state offi cial think. According to the 
current provisions, a person who applies for asylum is obliged to prove 
that they meet the requirements for refugee status 42. 

It should be noted that the problem of identifi cation and so-called ap-
proval of persons coming to Poland as immigrants from Muslim countries 

40  bzm/natemat.pl, Jego też oskarżą o ksenofobię? Właściciel Amrit Kebab: 
Może jedna piąta to prawdziwi uchodźcy, większość chce łatwego życia na zasił-
ku, <https://wpolityce.pl/spoleczenstwo/265380-jego-tez-oskarza-o-ksenofobie-
-wlasciciel-amrit-kebab-moze-jedna-piata-to-prawdziwi-uchodzcy-wiekszosc-
-chce-latwego-zycia-na-zasilku>, 22 August 2017.

41  Ibid.
42  Ustawa z 13 czerwca 2003 r. o udzielaniu cudzoziemcom ochrony na te-

rytorium Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej (tekst jedn. DzU z 2019 r., poz. 1666), art. 26 
ust. 4.
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is very complex, and in fact, does not allow terrorist threats from persons 
entering our country to be eliminated. Classifi ed operational and recon-
naissance activities carried out by both special services and the police 
with regard to operational reconnaissance of persons entering the Repub-
lic of Poland in order to obtain refugee status together with the possibility 
of permanent residence also seem to be ineffective and ineffi cient, as they 
would be based exclusively operational surveillance in a situation where 
such a person is already physically present in the territory of the country, 
as executed by the state services of Western Europe. 

A person (immigrant/refugee) entering for the fi rst time and giving their 
personal data (real or fi ctitious) is a person who is completely anonymous 
and does not appear in any information systems (both public and classi-
fi ed databases of state services). Possible cooperation (coordination) with 
the public authorities of the country of origin of the person (immigrant) 
in order to confi rm the declared data, if available at all, may cause some 
diffi culties, e.g. data may have been destroyed by war. Moreover, actual 
cooperation with state services (police, intelligence, counter-intelligence, 
etc.), due to the lack of partnership (cooperation), and intentional mis-
information of national services, is diffi cult because they may also fail 
to provide reliable information on the person concerned. 

For instance, in February 2016, Hans-Georg Maassen, head of the Ger-
man Federal Offi ce for the Protection of the Constitution, confi rmed that 
terrorists might be hiding among migrants. He reported about 100 known 
cases of this type in Germany. On the other hand, in August 2016, Ital-
ian Foreign Minister Andrea Orlando, speaking in parliament, stated that 
there were serious suspicions that the Islamic State played an important 
role in the infl ux of immigrants/refugees to Europe by sea. The reality 
of such a threat is also demonstrated by the intercepted e-mails, letters 
or telephone conversations of jihadists, which show that terrorists may 
be hiding, for example, on boats carrying people from Libya to Europe 43. 

The above situation, as the described examples show, does not allow 
for the actual prevention of threats in its entire spectrum (not only terror-
ist, but also criminal, etc.) due to the infl ux of immigrants forced to stay 
or voluntarily declaring their stay in Poland.

A key argument in favour of terrorists taking advantage of the infl ux 
of immigrants/refugees to Europe is, inter alia, the Islamic State’s strat-
egy of creating “new fronts of combat” 44 by taking action, including terror-
ist attacks, in other countries and regions. The EU area is an important 
element of its impact 45.

43  S. Wojciechowski, P. Osiewicz, Zrozumieć współczesny terroryzm, Warsza-
wa 2017, pp. 155–156.

44  S. Wojciechowski, Terroryzm — stare i nowe dylematy, “Rocznik Strategicz-
ny” 2015, No. 16, pp. 395–413.

45  S. Wojciechowski, P. Osiewicz, Zrozumieć współczesny terroryzm…, op. cit., 
p. 163.
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Summary

With regard to the issue of reprivatisation, it should be pointed out 
that this is a problem which will increase over time, causing costs in the 
billions of PLN, because neither Polish law ore the Polish State, as the 
experience of the last three decades has shown, can or, what is worse and 
more likely, want to deal with this problem, regardless of which political 
group is in power. On the other hand, external entities, such as Jews 
or Germans, slowly but systematically apply for restitution or compensa-
tion for their pre-war property, which, as in the case of Jews, does not 
have a legitimate heir or, as in the case of Germans, was nationalised after 
the war, and are successful in this respect in Polish institutions and the 
judiciary. As indicated above, Jewish entities are systematically lobby-
ing abroad to achieve their goals. A notable example of such action is the 
adoption in the United States of America (hereinafter referred to as the 
USA) of the Act of 2017 on Immediate Justice for Holocaust Survivors who 
have not been compensated for their losses 46.

In the authors’ opinion, this problem could be solved by a single repri-
vatisation act, which would comprehensively deal with formerly German 
property in Poland, introducing (as the German state was the perpetrator 
of the war, and in doing so caused huge damage in Poland, it must accept 
the consequences of losing the war) a provision on the inability to pursue 
claims against the Polish state, by introducing restrictive provisions on the 
possibility of restitution of property (payment of compensation) only to the 
real and living owners or heirs, and not to Jewish organisations, with the 
exclusion of any compensation for inherited property left over from Polish 
citizens of Jewish descent, and in particular the return of such property 
to any Jewish organisations. However, in the case of Polish property, ap-
propriate compensation should be paid, and if there is such a possibility, 
such property should be returned.

Secondly, the authors raised the problem of the activity of private com-
panies operating on the liquid fuels market, which has a signifi cant im-
pact on the economic security of Poland. As has been presented above, 
the current provisions of law - despite their tightening - still make it pos-
sible to obtain VAT refunds, which may still result in losses amounting 
to billions of PLN in Poland. One of the solutions proposed by the au-
thors is to increase and introduce for each entity involved in importing 
- in particular diesel oil - mandatory security of assets. However, given 
the profi tability of the business, this may not be an adequate solution, 

46  Justice for Uncompensated Survivors Today (JUST) Act of 2017, p. 447 
(hereinafter referred to as: Act on JUST 447), <https://www.congress.gov/
bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/447/text>, 7 October 2019. The Act on JUST 
447 concerns the restitution of the property of Holocaust victims. It was signed 
by US President Donald Trump in May 2018. See: Czym jest “Nie Dla Roszczeń”, 
<https://ustawa447.pl>, 26 September 2019.
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as it is likely that criminals will merge their businesses to provide such 
security through one company and then continue to participate in the 
business.

In the authors’ opinion, it seems that the adoption of solutions that 
were implemented in the 1970s in the USA and Great Britain would 
be the most effective way of combatting VAT fraud in fuel trading. Namely, 
the tax should be paid on the quantity of fuel sold by the fi nal distribu-
tor, i.e. the owner of a petrol station. In such a situation, it is irrelevant 
whether the fuel sold was obtained legally or illegally by the owner of the 
service station, since he/she has to pay VAT to the State Treasury on each 
quantity of the fuel sold. If, in the Anglo-Saxon countries, such a solution 
curtailed the activity of the fuel mafi a, it seems that it would also bring 
a positive effect in Poland in the form of an increase in revenues to the 
budget from the sale of fuels. A second solution to this problem could 
be a total ban on the import of diesel and fuels by non-state entities. Such 
a solution may seem ‘politically incorrect’ in the era of free trade and free 
movement of goods, but given the billions of PLN that the Polish budget 
is losing every year due to the activities of the so-called fuel mafi as, per-
haps it would be worth introducing such provisions and spending the 
money saved on health care or education.

The third issue discussed was the recent problem with Muslim im-
migrants arriving in Europe, which is present not only in the media. The 
proposed solutions can be classifi ed as preventive provisions. Numerous 
experiences show that, in the long term, prevention is more effective than 
post factum actions. The presented solutions aim at increasing the control 
of persons applying for entry to the territory of the Republic of Poland. 
This translates directly into an increase in the internal security of the 
country, which, as indicated in the introduction, is the sole responsibility 
of each EU member state. At the same time, the decision-makers should 
not be guided by political correctness, but only by rational thinking aimed 
at increasing the national security of citizens of the Republic of Poland, 
i.e. their voters. Therefore, the introduction of provisions aimed at increas-
ing the internal security of Poland should not raise any objections of our 
partners in the EU. However, it is possible that they would contribute 
to a wider international debate in this matter.
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Summary: The article presents diagnosed levels of internal security in the 
Republic of Poland, which undoubtedly include: reprivatisation, the trade 
in fuels and Islamic immigrants. The discussed determinants of modern 
security are also a criminogenic area requiring constant recognition and 
counteracting of potential threats in these areas.


